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Congratulations on purchasing a Sea Eagle!

With over 45 years of experience in designing, selling and using these quality
inflatables and accessories, we’re confident that you are going to love your EZ
Cart and we’re ready to proudly stand behind them.
Sea Eagle Warranty

All Sea Eagle products come standard with a 3 year warranty against manufacturing defects The warranty
begins the date that your product is delivered. Sea Eagle must inspect equipment in order to determine
if there is a defect. In the event that an item must be shipped back to us, Sea Eagle will only reimburse the
standard return shipping charge through FedEx, UPS, or U.S.P.S. at published shipping rates. Fees charged by
retail shipping outlets, like The UPS Store, will not be reimbursed and you are responsible for handling and
packing charges.
Sea Eagle will refuse delivery on packages without a valid return authorization number and will not be
responsible for shipping or handling charges. To obtain a return authorization number, please contact Sea
Eagle directly, unless you purchased from an authorized dealer/reseller in which case contact them for more
information.
If you receive a damaged item, please call the shipping carrier to report the issue. Do not return damaged
merchandise until it has been inspected by the carrier. Sea Eagle will be notified by the carrier when they
have completed their inspection and if necessary, Sea Eagle will arrange for the repair or replacement of
damaged merchandise.
See complete warranty details at SeaEagle.com/Warranty.

Contact Us

Unlike many other companies today we pride ourselves on answering the phone and helping you
with anyconcerns, questions or special ordering needs that you may have! Feel free to give us a call at
1-800-748-8066 and we will be happy to talk with you! Our business hours are Monday to Friday from 9AM
to 5PM, EST.

Sea Eagle Boats Inc.
19 N. Columbia Street, Suite 1
Port Jefferson NY 11777
1-800-748-8066
staff@seaeagle.com
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Operating the EZ Cart
The Sea Eagle EZ Carts can be used with most Sea Eagle models and will allow you to roll
your boat from where you inflated it to where you launch it.
Two models are available. The ‘S’ (small) model and the ‘W’ (wide) model. The EZ Cart S is
compatible with the Explorer, FastTrack, Sport Kayak, RazorLites and Travel Canoe models as
well as the 285fpb Frameless Pontoon Boat, 375fc FoldCat, PaddleSki and SUPs. The EZ Cart
W is compatible with our SE9, STS10 Frameless Pontoon Boat, 10.6sr and 12.6sr Sport
Runabouts without motors attached.
The EZ Cart has a weight limit of 125 lbs. and is not recommended for our heaviest boats or
boats carrying an 8HP motor or higher.
DO NOT stand on the EZ Cart bar or exceed the weight limit.
NEVER use the EZ Cart with a motor vehicle as it will cause damage to the EZ Cart and boat.
It will also void the Sea Eagle warranty.

Unpack and check that all parts have been received.
1 - EZ Cart Bar (long or short depending on the model)
2 - Wheels
2 - Axle Bars
1 - Hardware bag with 4 washers, 2 lock pins
2 - Straps
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ASSEMBLY

The EZ Cart is now ready to use.

Slide 1 washer over
the axle of the wheel
frame.

ATTACHING TO A BOAT/KAYAK
Slide the wheel onto
the axle.
Note: Push the red
bearing down if not
fully seated.

With the axle sticking
through the wheel,
place another washer
over the top and lock
into place using one
of the circular lock
pins.

Both straps may be
needed to secure the
boat to the cart.

Place the rear of the
boat on top of the
EZ Cart and run one
strap through the eye
bolt on each side of
the cart. Lay the ends
of the strap on top of
the boat.

Repeat these steps with the other axle.

Insert one wheel frame
into the opening on
the EZ Cart bar by
pushing in the button
on the frame. Adjust
the length by using
the various pre-drilled
holes spaced across
the bar.

Link the straps
together. Run the
end of one strap up
through the middle
of the buckle of the
2nd strap, then down
through the front of
the buckle. Repeat
for the other end. Pull
tight.
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ADDITIONAL SEA EAGLE ACCESSORIES
When finished, both
straps should be over
the top of the boat.
The straps can be
trimmed if necessary.

Most kayaks, boats & SUPs can be secured by
tightening the strap(s) over the top. If traveling
down a rough trail, consider securing the EZ Cart
with extra care as shown below.
Explorer:
Insert the strap
through the D-rings on
the spray skirt will help
secure the cart to the
kayak.

Sport Kayaks:
Slide the strap under
the rope on both sides
of the kayak to secure.

Sport Runabouts:
Slide the strap
through the carry
handles.

Sea Eagle has a wide variety of optional accessories
that can be used with Sea Eagle inflatables.
To see a full line of accessories, visit
SeaEagle.com/Accessories
QuikRow
Easily straps on to
any Sea Eagle iSUP
and many Sea Eagle
kayaks making
them true rowing
machines. Optional
Scotty Rod Holders
available to fit the
QuikRow.

Personal Flotation
Devices
U.S.C.G. approved.
Life jackets,
paddling vest, PFD
Belts available in
various sizes.

303 Protectant
Extends the life of
Sea Eagle inflatables.
Spray on every 3045 days to improve
resistance to UV rays,
oil and chemicals.
Prevents fading and
cracking.

Dry Bag
5.5 liter dry bag keeps
food, electronics or
clothing dry.
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